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Spirit of life… even as we are your people… ready always to be reshaped… steady 
us… hold us… and events reshape us… that we might find your light… your 
wisdom… your hope… to live by… Amen

On Friday morning… my daughter rushed into the living room… just before David 
Cameron spoke… and with great concern asked… ‘Does this mean we won’t be part of 
Eurovision Song Contest any more’… I reminded her that we were still more European 
than Israel… Kazakstan… and Australia… and they were still in the competition… and for 
this she was mightily relieved… Gary’s older son… just about the same time in the 
morning… with equal concern… asked… does this mean we can’t play in the European 
championships… Clearly Scotland is more European than anywhere else in the UK… As 
for football… that’s a different debate… 

I’m not suggesting that was the level of engagement of our youngest generation over the 
European Referendum… because it clearly wasn’t… It was a whole lot higher… but 
perhaps these are stories of what happens… when theory… becomes reality… and you 
have to reconstruct… what was once a familiar landscape… and find new bearings… in 
the cold light of day… 

And we share such ground-shifts with many biblical characters… from the familiar apple 
eating duo in Eden… to a rainbow covered mountain top with a grounded ark… or from 
crossing the red sea from Egypt into that 40 year wilderness… to a newly shifted 
landscape of a garden that looks familiar… but in the dawn on resurrection morning… 
everything had changed… 

For so many of us who are shocked… worried… angry and  disenfranchised after 
Thursday… know that his is not a new thing for people of faith… In fact reading the good 
book… you come to realise it is a way of life for us… every chapter offers a new 
landscape… as God’s People find ways to respond to new realities… from no longer being 
in Eden at the beginning of the bible… to a graveyard that has lost its sense of purpose… 
at the end… 
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This is an important principle of faith… that finds ways to respond to a new realities…

God’s people are guided to new ground all the time… and God… calls us to make it holy… 
through the way we respond and reshape and redraw that landscape… in love… by 
grace… through justice… with vision… and always with concern for those most in need…

Which brings us… albeit from an unexpected direction this morning… to the character of 
Tamar… This is not meant to be the context of the story of this strong and wise woman… 
but… this week ground has shifted… as it does so often for people of faith…  

Tamar was on the receiving end of injustice… She should have been married to the third 
son of Judah… that was the levirate law… where a brother of a deceased man must marry 
his brothers widow so she and her family have security… but Judah was spooked that 
already two sons who had married her… had died… so she was left a widow without 
security… 

She had to trick Judah into justice… and did so… by sleeping with him… disguised as a 
prostitute… though first acquiring signs of a pledge from him… that he will send payment 
in the form of a young goat… His pledge: his signet ring, cord and staff… which she would 
return when she received the goat… 

But then she uses these to expose the sin of Judah not that he slept with her… but that he 
did not fulfil his legal obligation to look after her… and that… in the Bible… is the greater 
sin… Here is a woman… who had to use trickery… to get justice… What she did 
however… was less an issue than what Judah didn’t do… whose sin was greater… 
because he did not care for the least or weakest or most vulnerable…

And perhaps that is the lesson for us today as we face this new landscape… as Prime 
Ministers resign… and markets adjust… as people proclaim they have taken back power… 
the gospel… the bible has been here before… with a lesson that is repeated often… how 
are you going to care for those around you who are vulnerable… how are you going to 
reshape this landscape… and find as your bearings… the needs of those around you…

It was interesting that in all the discussions about taking back power… and independence 
day… it was all about having power again… and very little about justice… Indeed many 
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politicians persuaded too many with promises they cannot keep… and have already 
broken… indeed denied even making them… and even if they did not make them per se… 
they did nothing to correct the impression… Sadly we live in a post-factual democracy… 
where we vote now on myths…  

Tamar however… is the woman who spoke truth of fact to power of myth… and embodies 
for us… the need… to do justice… Her story says… begin with care for the vulnerable… 
Respond with our duty to those who are in need… for your bearings are among them… as 
we move through this new landscape… 

But then… we are people of faith… This is what we do… Not only are we people of faith… 
we are also the church of faith… and we are familiar with unfamiliar territory… We find 
ourselves permanently in exile… What it means to be church today is so very different 
from what it meant to be the church when we first joined… We know about unfamiliarity… 
and finding our bearings… such as love… and compassion… and justice… It is what our 
faithful ancestors taught us… 

And this is how we live here… for example… in September… we are creating a festival 
once more… where as a church… we make community with the greater community… in 
this creative way… A weekend of being together… of finding bearings again in ever 
changing landscapes… bearings like… love of each other… sharing journeys… 
celebrating life… 

This is something all of us are invited to be part of… and over the next few weeks we’ll be 
offering an insight into the whole event… and opportunities to volunteer and take part… It 
will be a place of life… and where community… and unity… are made real… among our 
neighbours and ourselves… 

Part of that festival will be a piece of consultation… where we will be consulting and 
hearing from our neighbours… and local people… and traders… and schools and 
voluntary organisations… about the needs of our community… and where we will use the 
evidence gathered… to work together… with different groups in our community… to find 
our bearings… as a whole community… that responds to those needs… reshaping 
ourselves… in becoming even more… a congregation… a faith community… that 
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navigates and shapes the future… round the needs of our community… the least… the 
vulnerable… 

And as people of faith… we need to say to those who will be negotiating the UK’s 
departure from Europe… don’t forget the Tamar’s… don’t forget those who are poorest… 
most vulnerable… These shall work as our bearings… not reclaiming power for 
ourselves… but caring for those who are least… who have been served injustice… 

This new landscape of ours is a frightening place… The list of things we need to now think 
about… grows every day… We need to find our bearings… and Tamar… calls to us from 
the edges… “Whatever you are going to become… begin with the most vulnerable”… 

So… yes… we find ourselves in a new landscape… We do not yet have our bearings… 
but we’ve been here before… Our whole salvation story is about being in unfamiliar 
territory… We know where to begin… Our whole history as people of faith is about that… 
begin with Tamar… begin where the need is… begin with justice… 

For there is one final chapter to this story… and it is that God… that love… saw this 
moment in Tamar’s story… as a moment of promise… for God knew Tamar… and even as 
she was the most vulnerable… she had wiles and wisdom… and was the only link left in 
the narrative of salvation… for it is Tamar who figures in Jesus genealogy… she is the 
ancestor of Jesus… and whose moment here… refocusses the powerful towards the 
needy… e is the link in the line that ultimately leads to the birth of Jesus… who once again 
took us into uncharted… unfamiliar landscape… that first kingdom morning… as night 
broke with a new dawn… 
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